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In September, the annual G20 summit–the gathering of 
leaders from 20 major global economies–was held in China. 
NSFOCUS was selected to provide cybersecurity protection. 
Guy Rosefelt of NSFOCUS discusses that mission and its 
unique challenges.

NSFOCUS is one of the largest security vendors in China, and it also has deep experience protecting 
high-profile events, says Rosefelt, Director of Threat Intelligence at NSFOCUS. 

“NSFOCUS has protected other events besides the G20 Summit, including the 2008 Olympics in 
Beijing and the World Internet Conferences that were held in 2014 and 2015 in China,” Rosefelt says. 
“So we have a lot of experience in protecting very large events.” 

What was the scope of the project? NSFOCUS was tasked with protecting 359,830 network, 
computer and application assets considered “core” to G20 and the network, computer and 
application assets that are part of the G20 affiliate agencies, which include financial institutions, 
media outlets, provincial government and telecom institutions across China. 

And what did the job ultimately entail? Blocking 2,075,590 web attacks during the two-day summit, 
including 133,254 strikes targeted at the G20 website, as well as 1,984 DDoS attacks. NSFOCUS also 
blocked another 1.9 million web attacks against secondary G20 partners. 

“If the people you’re protecting think nothing happened that day, then it was a good day,” Rosefelt 
says. “These numbers are impressive, especially when most large organizations, let alone countries, 
don’t get two million web attacks in an entire year, let alone in three days.”

In an interview about securing the G20 Summit, Rosefelt discusses:

• Why NSFOCUS was selected for the job;
• What the mission entailed before, during and after the event;
• Lessons organizations can take away to improve everyday cybersecurity.

NSFOCUS’ Involvement in G20 
TOM FIELD: Why specifically was NSFOCUS selected to protect the G20 Summit?

GUY ROSEFELT: NSFOCUS has been around for more than 16 years. We’re one of the largest 
security companies in China, and we have a proven track record as it pertains to our suite of 
products and services. We have more than 90 global researchers who identify threats and publish 
this data around the globe.

We’ve won the Microsoft Bug Bounty Award the past four years. We’re the only company in the 
world that has won this award four times, let alone in consecutive years. And, NSFOCUS has 
protected other events besides the G20 Summit, including the 2008 Olympics in Beijing and the 
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World Internet Conferences that were held in 2014 and 2015 in China. So we have a lot of experience 
protecting very large events.

FIELD: NSFOCUS’ background is impeccable. So, what was NSFOCUS’ specific involvement in the G20 
Summit?

ROSEFELT: Twelve different security vendors deployed different types of technologies to protect the 
G20 Summit. Unlike previous G20 Summits, this summit was considered a national activity in China, 
which means companies and government agencies from across China were involved in this process.

NSFOCUS was responsible for protecting 360,000 core assets during the summit. This included web 
servers, web applications, email servers and databases. It also included communication links between 
the G20 core institutions and financial institutions, telcos and infrastructure providers. How many 
organizations in the world have been given 350,000 assets to protect by themselves? I’d say that’s a 
pretty daunting task.

Leveraging People and Technologies
FIELD: What kind of manpower was involved in protecting the G20? 

ROSEFELT: We deployed about 120 security experts across 10 incident response teams throughout 
China. We started this process nearly six months before the summit took place, building a command 
and operations center where we deployed our products. We designed incident response capabilities 
and performed penetration testing on the G20 assets as they were identified. We identified 
vulnerabilities and patched these things. We handled all of this in the six months leading up to day one 
of the summit.

FIELD: What NSFOCUS products were used to protect the G20 Summit?

ROSEFELT: We used several different products to protect the G20 Summit, as part of our Intelligent 
Hybrid Security model. We deployed our Anti-DDoS System (ADS) for mitigating large-scale DDoS 
attacks that would be directed at the summit. We deployed our Web Application Firewall (WAF) 
technology to protect the web applications for the G20 Summit. We also deployed WebSafe SaaS, 
our cloud-managed service for web servers, which monitors, scans and manages websites for 

“NSFOCUS developed its Intelligent 
Hybrid Security approach in response to 
existing defenses in the layered security 
model which have become obsolete.”
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vulnerabilities. In the six months leading up to the summit, we discovered 600,000 vulnerabilities in the 
assets we protected. Those were either patched directly by our teams, or if they couldn’t be directly 
patched, the vulnerability scanning system automatically sent vulnerabilities directly to the WAF on 
premise. They could create virtual patches, policies within the WAFs themselves, to protect against 
these vulnerabilities. 

We then connected everything with our Threat Intelligence system so that our devices communicate 
with one another to identify threat actors, and consequently patch information across our devices 
to mitigate these blended attacks more quickly. We also deployed our Next Generation Intrusion 
Prevention System (NGIPS), with its sandbox capability to identify malware trying to gain access. For 
instance, we found several nasty credential-stealing apps trying to infiltrate G20, but we identified and 
eradicated them quickly.

Why ‘Best of Breed’ No Longer Works
FIELD: Guy, you referenced the Intelligent Hybrid Security architecture. For those who aren’t familiar 
with it, please give us some background. 

ROSEFELT: NSFOCUS developed its Intelligent Hybrid Security model in response to existing defenses 
in the layered security model which have become obsolete. For years organizations have been told to 
buy best of breed security products because they’re the best at blocking whatever attack the product 
is known for. And until a couple of years ago, it made sense because attacks were directed at particular 
devices.

In contrast, today most attacks are hybrid in nature. Different types of attacks are combined to 
circumvent these best of breed technologies, which is a problem if the best of breed solutions 
can’t communicate with one another. Because today’s best of breed products lack that level of 
communication, protection ends up being very static and reactive. 

Intelligent Hybrid Security enables organizations’ technologies and devices to speak to one another, 
either directly by sharing information among devices or by passing that information to our WebSafe 
SaaS to understand that data and filter relevant information back to other devices, either at the same 
location or other locations so that customers can mitigate new attacks in real time.

NSFOCUS offers the only hybrid DDoS solution in the world. So, any DDoS attack directed at a WAF 
can be shifted to our on-premise or cloud solution to handle DDoS mitigation and allow the web traffic 
to go through, so the WAF can now process the web traffic and block all the events that are being 
hidden underneath the obfuscation or the diversion of a larger DDoS attack.

Did ‘Nothing’ Happen?
FIELD: Coming back to the G20 Summit, we didn’t see any major stories about security incidents at the 
event. That’s one measure of success. How do you measure how effective NSFOCUS was at protecting 
the Summit?

ROSEFELT: If the people you’re protecting think nothing happened that day, then it was a good day. 
In the six months leading up to the summit, we successfully blocked thousands of attacks. But the day 
leading up to the summit and the two days of the summit, over two million web attacks directly targeted 
the G20 website. Many of those were web defacement type pages, and those were all mitigated 
without any loss of service to the web application.

Another 1.9 million web attacks were directed at secondary systems, such as the websites for related 
financial institutions, insurance companies, the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Finance for China, 
telcos, product communications and infrastructure. None of these had any loss of functionality. 

“We responded to and blocked nearly 2,000 DDoS attacks over the 
three days, mitigating a total of 41 terabytes of DDoS traffic.”
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We responded to and blocked almost 2,000 DDoS attacks over the three days, mitigating a total of 41 
terabytes of DDoS traffic. These numbers are impressive, especially when most large organizations, let 
alone countries, don’t get two million web attacks in an entire year, let alone in three days.

Protecting Customers and G20
FIELD: And you did this while protecting your existing customer base as well, which is really impressive.

ROSEFELT: Correct. We have 40,000 boxes deployed in China alone. We have 8,000 customers and 
700 managed service customers in 1,200 networks, and none of them saw any loss of service based on 
the impact of their operations, even as we were protecting everything surrounding the G20 Summit.

The ‘Intelligent Hybrid Security’ Difference
FIELD: If you were to take some lessons away from the experience, what recommendations can you 
share to help security leaders protect their own organizations in the same way you protected the G20 
Summit?

ROSEFELT: Intelligent Hybrid Security makes a big difference. If our devices couldn’t communicate 
with each other or couldn’t pass security information across devices or through our Threat Intelligence 
System, we couldn’t have reacted as quickly to the threats that we faced. So, a heterogeneous system 
where information is shared across devices is key going forward in the new age of cyber warfare. n

To listen to the podcast, visit:         
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/interviews/how-nsfocus-protected-g20-summit-i-3396
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couldn’t pass security information 
across devices or through our 
Threat Intelligence System, we 
couldn’t have reacted as quickly 
to the threats that we faced.”
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